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A great curriculum gives children
the essential knowledge and also
builds the cultural capital they
need to become well-rounded
and informed citizens.
Amanda Spielman
Ofsted Chief inspector October 2020
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Winners of Sandford Award
The Sandford Award is an independently
judged, quality assured assessment of
education programmes at heritage
sites, museums, archives and collections
across the British Isles.
Judge’s citation.
‘The Historic Dockyard Chatham Learning Team is a leading
light in museum and historic site education. Their drive and
pride in their achievements is an inspiration to others and they
have achieved much with ‘The 100 Objects that made Kent’ to
help schools focus on local collections. The workshops bring
science to life in an historic environment and schools get an
experience which cannot be delivered in the classroom. Any
school visiting can be certain that they will get an experience
which enhances their work in school with activities delivered
by a professional team. The service has maintained its very high
standards since the Award was granted in 2013 and they remain
at the centre of heritage education in Kent.’

YOUR BIG LEARNING DAY OUT

Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

Set in an impressive 80-acre complex, The Dockyard
provides a rich, authentic and varied learning environment,
ideal for a wide range of group sizes, from small class to year
group. Packed with enormous, historic buildings to ignite
the imagination, the site has ships to explore and galleries
full of fascinating artefacts and stories to discover.

Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

A WORLD OF DISCOVERIES

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

The award-winning Historic
Dockyard Chatham, the world’s
most complete dockyard of the
age of sail and one of Britain’s
leading maritime heritage
destinations, provides an exciting
and memorable learning journey
for pupils of all ages.

BOOK
NOW

BENEFITS TO LEARNING GROUPS

GALLERIES

•	Only pay for the students you bring on the day.
We invoice after your visit.

COMMAND OF THE OCEANS

NO. 1 SMITHERY – TREASURES GALLERY:

•	Free adult places (1:10 for Year 3 and above,
1:6 for Year 2 and below *)

Discover the place where Britain took
Command of the Oceans and shaped the
world in which we live today.

Royal Dockyard. The visit of King George III
National Maritime Museum ship model collection.

•	Experienced staff to deliver activities and guided tours

• Dedicated bag and lunch storage.

A state of the art series of galleries putting
The Dockyard in context – at the heart of the
Georgian Empire when Britain ruled the
waves and had virtually complete ‘Command
of the Oceans’ allowing huge expansion in
trade and world influence. Featuring:

• Dedicated indoor lunch space.

Command of the Oceans

•	No hidden costs: Free parking for coaches
and mini buses,

• Hearts of Oak. John North and his Grandson
tour the Dockyard in 1806.

• Indoor and outdoor play areas

• People, Tools and Trades. The Dockyard
workforce on 31 March 1803 and their trades
to try for yourselves.

• Friendly staff available to talk to by phone
•	Hazard awareness information provided to assist
with your Risk Assessment

*Flexible staffing ratios for SEND groups and groups with students
with individual carers

• Supporting the Fleet. The HMS Invincible
collection of objects from 1747.

We can provide as much or as little facilitation as you
require for your visit: Select from our, taught sessions or
choose to have a Learning group Guide to accompany your
group for the day. Alternatively, self-guide your group and
we will pre-book your submarine and/or Ropery tours –
the decision is yours.

Free teacher pre-visits
We are pleased to offer complementary
pre-visits to teachers interested in
making a booking for a school visit.
Please contact us to arrange this.

Whichever combination of activities you decide on, you can
be assured that they will be high quality learning experiences
delivered by committed and enthusiastic staff.

• Namur – The Ship beneath the floor.
The mystery of the ship’s timbers.

NO. 1 SMITHERY –
TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS GALLERY
Everything from Julia Donaldson to Black History.
Check our website for what’s on.

COVERED SLIP 3
The Big Store – Big objects and boats from the Dockyard
plus a selection from the Royal Engineers’ collection of
bridging, mine laying and bomb disposal equipment
inside an awesome building.

COVERED SLIP 4
RNLI Heritage Lifeboat Collection.

STEAM, STEEL AND SUBMARINES
The history of The Dockyard from the Victorian Expansion
to its closure in 1984 through two world wars and the
nuclear age.

HEARTS OF OAK

The Dockyard hosts a programme

An audio-visual tour of The Dockyard at its height with
HMS Victory back in the Chatham for a great repair after
the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805.

of touring exhibitions which change regularly.

KEEPING BRITAIN AFLOAT

Check out our website thedockyard.co.uk

A small but poignant selection of the real-life stories of
the Second World War told by the people who were there.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

OUR BESPOKE,
LEARNING SERVICE
CPD and INSET for teachers
We are delighted to be able to host teacher
INSET days and training events at The Dockyard.
We can provide a range of services including training
on using a heritage site to enhance your students
learning and team building activities for your staff.
The Historic Dockyard Chatham is in the care of
Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust, an independent
charity, whose task is to restore and preserve this
important part of Britain’s national heritage.

Tell us about your requirements and let us design
your perfect itinerary, combining a programme
of experiences and activities to meet your
learning objectives and students’ needs.

SAMPLE ITINERARY FOR
A GROUP OF 30 STUDENTS:

EXPLORE OUR SHIPS

• 10:00

Arrival and briefing

• 10:15

Walkthrough tour of submarine
HMS Ocelot

• 10:30

Air powered Rocket Activity

• 11:30

Rope making activity and Ropery tour

• 12:30

Lunch

• 13:00

Tour of destroyer HMS Cavalier

HMS G ANNET 1878

• 14:00

Visit shop and depart

Victorian Gun Boat

MAY TO OCTOBER 2021

HMS CAVALIER 194 4

LOOK OUT FOR OUR 2022 EXHIBITION

HMS OCEL O T 1962

Second World War Destroyer

Cold War Submarine

AT THE
DOCKYARD

OVERNIGHT STAYS
& SLEEPOVERS

Here at the Historic Dockyard Chatham,
the Learning Team are fully trained Arts
Award advisors giving you the opportunity
to acquire this nationally recognised
award in a unique setting.

Accredited to the Trinity College London,
there are five levels of Arts Award;

DISCOVER, EXPLORE,
BRONZE, SILVER & GOLD

CRASH OUT ON CAVALIER
Education and Youth groups (Classes of up to 35 students plus staff)
can take part in a unique overnight stay experience on board the Royal
Navy’s last operational Second World War Destroyer HMS Cavalier.
They have guided instruction by the Learning Team and then enjoy
breakfast in one of our on-site restaurants after their overnight stay
aboard. The sleepover experience can be enhanced with ‘Fish and Ships’
on board and with a full day of activities on the day before or after
a night afloat.

I made a macramé
key ring following the
Chatham Dockyard's
You Tube tutorial.
JESSICA CAMILLERI

Available for anyone from 5-25 yrs.

SECOND WORLD
WAR PACKAGE
Spend an immersive day before
or after your sleepover by booking
our special package of activities:
Air Raid Shelter experience, tour
of HMS Ocelot, Steam, Steel and
Submarine and Keeping Britain
Afloat galleries and Ship Building
or Rocket Firing Challenge.

Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

We work with skilled artists and artistic
As a Trinity Champion Centre, The Historic
processes that are often difficult to achieve in
a school setting. However, if you would like an Dockyard Chatham can support your school’s
journey through the Arts Award programme.
Arts Award programme based at your school,
we can come to you as part of our outreach
Get in touch with the Learning Team to
programme. We can work with
begin your pupils’ Arts Award journey.
a class or a whole year group.
If you are currently, or are
I looked up lots of facts about
aspiring to become, an
Vincent van Gogh and joined
Artsmark School, this
in an online art workshop to
award can contribute
learn about him and paint my
own Starry Night.
to the body of evidence
JESSICA CAMILLERI
required.

BOOK
NOW
Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

On completion of your Arts Award
programme, we moderate the portfolios of
work and submit these to Trinity College,
for the final certificates to be awarded.
If requested, we have the facility to exhibit
pupils completed work, where pupils get
to self-curate their own exhibits.

GAD'S HILL SCHOOL

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

The Arts Award explores different arts
organisations, artists and techniques,
rewarding the process of developing a
portfolio of work, not just a final product.
We can provide flexible and bespoke content
inspired by the amazing Historic Dockyard.

The Crash out on Cavailer experience
provided the children with the ultimate
in practical resources and real-life
experience to prepare their first person
diary writing. After a night in the
bunks, the children were hooked and
couldn't wait to start; their enthusiasm
was almost tangible.

The Historic Dockyard is a fascinating and awe-inspiring
place for young visitors. Our Early Years and Key Stage One
visitors are always amazed by the size of the ships and
buildings in our collection and there is always plenty to see
and do. Where else can your pupils board a real ship, meet
a pirate, visit a collection of historic lifeboats and play in
our indoor or outdoor play areas all on the same day?
If you would like an accompanied visit, our expert
Learning team member will guide and assist your group
throughout your visit.
Why not add some of our brilliant practical taught
activities to your day?

Y E A R S

ACTIVITY SESSIONS

EYFS

Jack’s Granny is sick with a bad case of the moozles! And the only cure is
the fruit of the fantastic Flum Flum tree which grows on the faraway Isle of
Blowyernose. It’s a perilous journey, but Jack bravely sets sail, with a motley crew
of only three – and a large patchwork sack that Granny has filled with an odd
assortment of items from chewing-gum to tent pegs. Children take part in story time,
deciding what they would take in their patchwork bag if they were going on a journey
like Jack. In groups, the class create their own patchwork of items they would pack.

Curriculum links:

C&L, PD, PS & E

	English
(Spoken Language), Science
KS1
(Everyday materials), Design &
Technology, History, Physical
Education

C&L, PS & E, EA&D.

EYFS

	English
(Spoken Language), Reading
KS1
(Comprehension), Science (Everyday Materials),
Art and Design

Jack and the Flumflum Tree: First published 2011
by Macmillan Children’s Books a division
of Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

Have you ever wondered what the difference is between a Rocket
and Missile? Taking inspiration from the Seacat Missiles aboard
HMS Cavalier, the Royal Navy’s last operational Second World
War Destroyer, pupils will learn about Missile and Rocket design,
creating and firing their own rocket from our specially designed
air pressure rocket launching system. Will they hit the target and
sink the battleship?

Curriculum links:

Curriculum links:

C&L, PS & E, UTW

KS1

	English
(Spoken Language), Science
KS1
(Everyday Materials)

Using examples from the National Maritime Museum model
collection, pupils work in teams to create their own working ship’s
hull with motor. Using the tow tank wind and wave machine,
they compete in a variety of trials, evaluating their design’s
performance. Throughout the session they develop a wider
technical vocabulary and learn how a ship’s design impacts
on performance.

Pirates Ahoy!
venture…
Your own swashbuckling ad
w is your chance!
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Curriculum links:
KS1

 esign & Technology, Science (Forces, Working
D
Scientifically), History (Local history), Mathematics
(Measurement, Geometry, KS1 Design and Technology)

ABI MULFORD AND BLUEBELL CLASS

Ready, Aim, Fire: Rocket Launching

In this session your pupils will investigate mysterious objects used
during ship building process at the Dockyard. Can they describe
the object’s properties and guess at how it could have been used
in the past? In groups, pupils then build their own polymer ship’s
hull, testing their design in our bespoke ship-model testing tank.
Finally they learn how metal ships float even under wind and
wave conditions.

Full Speed Ahead!
Ship Building Challenge

The children were able to experience naval history
in a way that they would never have been able to
in the classroom, whilst getting involved with all
the hands-on activities.Thank you for a fun and
memorable experience!

Text copyright © Julia Donaldson 2011.
Illustrations copyright © David Roberts 2011

What’s in the Bag?
Maritime material handling session

EYFS

A message to say a big thank you, especially to Judy
and Les, for our fantastic day at the Dockyard on
Wednesday. We felt looked after from the moment
we arrived and the children were kept busy all day!

Curriculum links:
EYFS

C&L, PD, PS & E

n Language), Reading
	English (Spoke
KS1
), History, Music
ion
ens
(Compreh

Science (Forces, Working Scientifically),
Maths (Geometry)

Grace Darling: Victorian Heroine
During this session, you will have the opportunity to visit the
largest collection of RNLI Historic lifeboats in the country.
Using costume, props and sound effects, pupils will re-enact
the inspirational story of Grace Darling, bringing this Victorian
heroine’s story to life, finishing with making a souvenir medal
to take back to school.

Curriculum links:
EYFS

EYFS C&L, PS&E, UTW

	KS1
History – Significant Individuals, English
KS1
(Spoken Language, Reading (Comprehension), Art.

BOOK
NOW
Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

5 - 7

Curriculum links:

Jack and the Flum Flum Tree
(by Julia Donaldson)

Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

A G E S

Have you ever stopped skipping and wondered how your
rope was made? By working together, you will make your
very own class skipping rope on our specially designed model
machine. Find out about the process of making rope and visit
the Rope Walk in the longest brick building in Europe. Each
child will also receive their own rope sample to take away
with them.

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

EYFS
&
KEY STAGE 1

Make your own Skipping Rope

The Historic Dockyard provides the perfect setting to
support your Key Stage 2 pupils’ learning in a variety of
curriculum areas. Children are sure to be inspired by
our inspiring, authentic settings, providing a real-life
context for their classroom learning.
The dockyard was operational for 400 years, over which
time it shaped the development of the Medway Towns
and employed many local people, making it the ideal
location for local history studies. However, as a centre
of technical innovation and cutting-edge design of its
day, the site is also ideal for the study of Arts, Science,
Technology and Engineering.

KEY STAGE 2

Curriculum links:
History

Curriculum links:
Design & Technology, Science (Forces, Working scientifically),
History (Local history), Mathematics: (Measurement, Geometry)

'The workshop in the Ropery was fascinating
and really engaged the children – I never
expected that part to be so interesting.
Children used phrases like… ‘Fantastic,’
‘Best day ever,’ ‘This place is lovely isn’t it’
to describe their day.’
STOKE COMMUNITY SCHOOL

A Square Meal

Shipwrecks and Rescues

Investigate the diet of 18th Century sailors with particular
regard to health, hygiene and food. Sampling typical foods
of the time, and baking ‘Hard Tack,’ pupils get a real flavour
of life aboard ship in the Georgian Navy. Which foods did
they enjoy on board, and which creepy crawlies did they
have to share their living space with?

Pupils will experience the highlights of the
largest collection of RNLI Historic lifeboats in
the country, while learning about the dramatic
inspirational tale of Victorian heroine Grace Darling.
Inspired by Grace’s story groups will construct electric
circuit lighthouses, then experiment with mirrors
and lenses to learn about the reflection and
refraction of light used to alert ships.

Curriculum links:
History, Geography, Science: Animals
including Humans

		 Curriculum links:
Science (Light, Electricity, Circuits, Working
Scientifically), Design & Technology, English
(Spoken Language)

What’s in the Bag? Object handling
and identification
During this ‘hands-on’ session pupils use their investigative
powers to compare and classify a variety of unusual and
obscure tools and objects from the Dockyard’s past. What’s
a ‘Fid’? What was it made of? and What did you do with
it? Through observation and discussion pupils investigate
the boat building process using models on display in No1.
Smithery. Finally, groups create their own polymer hulls
to be tested in our bespoke ship-model testing tank.

Curriculum links:
	
Properties of Materials, Forces, Working Scientifically), History
(Local History, Historical Enquiry).
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BOOK
NOW
Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

ACTIVITY SESSIONS

Have you ever tried to make a boat that floats in all winds and
weathers? Drawing inspiration from the National Maritime
Museum model collection, pupils work in teams to create
their own working polymer ship’s hull with motor. Groups
then compete against one another in a series of ‘tow tank’
challenges, evaluating their hull’s performance in all weathers.
Throughout the session they develop a wider technical
vocabulary and learn how a ship’s design impacts
on performance.

Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

7 - 11 Y E A R S

Full Speed Ahead! Ship Building Challenge

Experience what life was like for the sailors
in the Georgian Navy with this interactive
session on board our sloop HMS Gannet.
Experience authentic language, learn about
daily routines and customs, and discover the
types of punishments handed out to those
who misbehaved!

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

A G E S

A Sailor’s Life in the Age of Sail

Ready, Aim, Fire: Rocket Launching
Have you ever wondered what the difference is between
a Rocket and Missile? Taking inspiration from the Seacat
Missiles aboard HMS Cavalier, the Royal Navy’s last
operational Second World War Destroyer, pupils will learn
about Missile and Rocket design, creating and firing their
own rocket from our specially designed air pressure rocket
launching system. Will they hit the target and sink the
battleship?

Zig Zag, Zig, Zag:
Bringing Literacy to Life
While aboard HMS Cavalier, the Royal Navy’s last operational
Second World War Destroyer, pupils will analyse and perform
the poem ‘Atlantic Convoy’ by Kenneth Wilson, written whilst
serving on convoy duty in the North Atlantic. Within the
atmospheric Aft End of the ship, pupils build an understanding
of the perils of travelling the oceans during the war under the
constant threat of Submarine attack. This is sure to be a poetry
lesson they will never forget.

Curriculum links:
Science (Forces, Working Scientifically),
Maths (Geometry)

KEY STAGE 2
A G E S

7 - 11 Y E A R S

Step Aboard HMS Cavalier (1944)

Spinning a Yarn:
Working in the Victorian Ropery

Explore life above and below deck aboard the Royal
Navy’s last operational Second World War Destroyer.
Learning about its voyages and the conditions on
board for the sailors, pupils will gain an understanding
of the challenges facing those who manned this
magnificent protector of the Atlantic Convoys.

Explore life aboard the last submarine built at Chatham
for the Royal Navy in 1962. Learn about life under the sea
and experience the conditions the ratings lived in. From
the torpedo launching bay to the Operation Control room,
experience the sights and sounds of life on board during
the Cold War.

Curriculum links:
History, English (Spoken Language)

Curriculum links: History

Take Cover! Air Raid Experience
Our visit to the Dockyards on Thursday
was a success again. Please say a big
thank you to all members of staff
involved in catering for us.
The students enjoyed the three projects,
so we will include them again in our
programme next year.
VRIJE SINT-LAMBERTUSSCHOLEN, BELGIUM

Lead your pupils to the safety of our genuine Second
World War Air Raid shelter. Experience the sights, sounds
and smells of an air raid in one of the Admiralty’s ‘most
luxurious’ shelters of the time. Hear a wartime child’s
personal account of their experiences of air raids and shelter
life. Sing wartime songs to raise morale until the ‘all clear’
sounds to bring you back into the modern world.

Curriculum links:
English (Spoken Language, Reading (Comprehension),
History, Music, Science (Sound).
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Curriculum links:
History

Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

Step Aboard HMS Ocelot (1962)

BOOK
NOW
Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

Take a tour of our Victorian Ropery with one of our
costumed characters, listening to their fascinating
story of life in the Victorian factory. Hear about the
harsh working conditions and how the Factory Acts
eventually improved life for all workers. Hand-picked
apprentices will make a souvenir piece of rope on our
scale model rope making machine.

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

ACTIVITY SESSIONS

Curriculum links:
English (Spoken Language, Reading (Comprehension), History

Our 80-acre site comprising of iconic historic buildings,
three warships, world class exhibitions and a Victorian
Ropery; provides the perfect environment for stimulating
and rewarding experiences.

Full Speed Ahead:
Ship Building Challenge
Stimulated by the National Maritime Museum model
collection, teams of students compete to construct and test
prototype hull shapes and propulsion systems against their
peers. Facing the challenge of the tow tank wind and wave
machine, students realise what a difference the knowledge of
naval architecture makes to the performance of a ship.

We have a range of team building challenges as well as guided
tours and bespoke activities that make The Dockyard the ideal
venue for everything from small examination groups to large
whole cohort days out.
Whether you are bonding a group together, setting the scene for
your course, re-inforcing theory in the real world or celebrating
success, you will find everything you need to make your project
a success at The Historic Dockyard Chatham.

KEY STAGE
3,4 & 5

Straight off the gun deck of an 18th century
warship, the students use their knowledge of
chemistry and laboratory practice to create the
perfect propellant, then launch a ball bearing
from their chemical cannon to outgun the other
gun crews.

Curriculum links:
Working Scientifically, Chemistry
(Chemical Reactions)

Rocket Squad: Physics
under Pressure
Students compete to develop their own accurate
missiles using Newton’s Laws and principles
of aerodynamics to destroy a target. This lively
activity is inspired by the Seacat missiles
on board HMS Cavalier. Nothing beats the
satisfying sound of a direct hit!

Curriculum links:
	
Working Scientifically, Physics
(Motion and forces)

Make or Break: Rope Making Design & Technology Challenge
This guided exploration of the Victorian rope-laying floor, Hemp House and Test House highlights the science and
technology of the rope making process that has developed over the last 400 years. Student ‘apprentices’ participate in
the rope making process using our specially designed model followed by a visit to the longest brick building in Europe
where rope is still made in the traditional way. After investigating some of the product designs currently sold by our
rope making company Master Rope makers and working to their given design brief, teams of pupils are tasked with
creating an inventive and practical design for a new product incorporating rope. Which team will produce the most
imaginative and commercial design? Each pupil will be given an individual rope sample to take away with them.

Curriculum links:
Design and Technology, Physics (Motion and Forces)

BOOK
NOW
Further information: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

ACTIVITY SESSIONS

Gun Deck Challenge:
Chemical Cannon Firing

HASMONEAN HIGH

Bookings and Enquiries: Tel: 01634 823800

11-18 Y E A R S

Working Scientifically, Physics (Motion and Forces),
Design and Technology

Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk

A G E S

Curriculum links:

The Dockyard brought History to life
& engaged the students better than
any PowerPoint presentation could.
To be honest, our guides really made
the day, so friendly and helpful!’

BOOK
NOW

The children really enjoyed the
visit and were exposed to lots
of information in a fun way.
DORSET ROAD SCHOOL

We booked for the Science show, which was hugely enjoyable
for us all (with ages ranging from 2-66!) and we learned a
lot from the highly energetic, humorous presentation. As
an ex primary teacher and head, I've seen many science
presentations and this was of the highest callibre -thank you
to all the staff who worked hard to make this event exciting
for children and promote interest in science.
TRIP ADVISOR

DOC YARD'S SECRET LAB
BRINGING SCIENCE TO LIFE
Holiday activities for families
and outreach to schools

Tel: 01634 823800
Or email: learning@chdt.org.uk
Further details: thedockyard.co.uk/learning

Very knowledgable leaders and
guides that were very informative
and made the day run smoothly.

DIGITAL
LEARNING

PROGRAMME
AND BLENDED LEARNING
The Learning Team at the Historic Dockyard Chatham can
support your work in the classroom through bespoke online
Learning experiences over digital platforms. These sessions
can combine the use of our digital online content with
Live interactive sessions.
You will have access to the experts of the Dockyard, who
can support your class in their learning journey. This can
include online sessions before a visit to introduce a new
unit, or after a visit to consolidate learning.

BOOKING
& ENQUIRIES
Tel: 01634 823800
Or email:
learning@chdt.org.uk

Further information

thedockyard.co.uk/learning

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR TIMED TICKETS!

Victorian Ropery tours are by timed tickets from the
Information Point on arrival. Capacity for tours is limited.

Getting here
The Historic Dockyard is a short
distance from the M25 and M20.
Follow brown anchor signs. For
satellite navigation use ME4 4TY.
The Dockyard is a 25 minute walk from
Chatham railway station and is served
by a number of local bus routes:
Arriva 100, 101; Nu Venture 151

Visit the website to view our latest digital content.

Gardens open to visitors daily.
Commissioner’s House generally not open
to visitors, but available for weddings and
functions.

OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE
PLAY

INDOOR
PLAY AREA

INSPIRING

CULLTURE
CU

THE

Delicious canteen style menu.
Indoor & outdoor seating.

MESS
DECK
A menu for all the family in 18th century
surroundings. Great value for money.
Indoor & outdoor seating.

thedockyard.co.uk/learning/digital
Contact the Learning team to book a live online session,
and to discuss how we can support your work in the classroom.

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR TIMED TICKETS!
MUSEUM

SQUARE

OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE

Visits to HM Submarine Ocelot are by timed
tickets from the Information Point on arrival.
Capacity for tours is limited.

PLAY

Visitor Entrance

Thank-you very much for today’s
trip. The kids had a great time
and learnt a lot although they are
utterly exhausted now. Our tour
guide for the day was excellent
and pitched it perfectly. We will
certainly be coming again
next year.

Toilets and Baby Change

HOLMEWOOD HOUSE SCHOOL

Eating Area
Picnic Area

Thank you so much for an
amazing day out...10/10.
Ben said ‘the best school
visit ever’- def worth the
money. See you next year.

THE CHATHAM HISTORIC DOCKYARD TRUST
Fitted Rigging House
The Historic Dockyard
Chatham, Kent ME4 4TE
T 01634 823800

thedockyard.co.uk
FUNDED BY A NUMBER OF SUPPORTERS INCLUDING:

AWARDS ACHIEVED:

